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ABSTRACT:  
 

Although many traffic laws are introduced, we still don’t see any fall in traffic rule violations 
or death caused by such negligence. The factors causing such failure can either be people or 
the system. So to solve this issue we propose in this paper a device using Arduino Uno that 
will monitor each vehicle individually with the help of sensors and modules, that it is attached 
on and will store data of speed violation and impact or crash along with the location and time. 
The device when in the range of receivers (attached to signals)  on any junctions will send 
data to receiver devices. This data then will be uploaded to a centralized database using IOT 
without any human interaction. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION 

With increase in population we are facing an increase in traffic related problems such 

as over speeding, accidents, hit and run, and so on. With the current system in force, that is, 

traffic police the problem is still not curbed. There are hardly any action taken on masses that 

violate rules daily, most of which goes unnoticed due to negligence by either traffic police or 

by the people themselves. So we are proposing in this paper out device that will monitor each 

vehicle for its over speeding and crash and store the data locally. But the problem now comes 

is that no one will voluntarily allow their vehicle to send the data simply by not enabling data 

service to send that stored data. So what I propose is to build this system over IOT, where the 

data stored in the local storage of the device will be passed to a receiver that will forward this 

data to a centralized database over the Internet. Each traffic signals will we equipped with a 

receiver that will receive data from each vehicle from a particular direction, i.e., the receiver 

will only collect data from the device that is waiting on that particular side of the road. These 

receivers are connected to internet and will pass the collected data to a centralized database. 

 

[2] SYSTEM DESIGN 

The system consist of 3 modules, 1) Vehicle Section, 2) Signal Section and 3) 

Centralized database for storage and analysis 
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[2.1] VEHICLE SECTION 

This module consists of arduino uno that collects data from GPS module, 

Accelerometer ADXL and NRF24L01 Transreceiver. Accelerometer is used to measure 

speed and also any possible crash of the vehicles by calculating sudden changes in G-force 

and speed. Speed is calculated by reading data from ADXL sensor in the form of x, y and z 

co-ordinates. 

Transreceiver is used to send the collected data to the receiver. The data is stored in the 

EPROM that provides 1KBs of memory. 

 

 

[2.2] SIGNAL SECTION 

The signals are equiped with a receiving module that consists of arduino uno, 

NRF24L01 transreceiver and WiFi module ESP8266. ESP8266 is used to connect with the 

internet and uses 3.3V to power ON. This module will receive data from each vehicle halting 

at the signal. But first it will check wheather the vehicle is in the same lane and direction as 

of the signal, if yes it will continue receiving the packets from the vehicles. The received data 

is then transfered to a centralized system. 

 

[2.3] CENTRALIZED DATABASE 

This is where all the collected data will be stored and analyzed. The traffic department 

then can analyze traffic violation data using various parameters and can act accordingly. If 

any vehicle has violated traffic rules more than 3 times, details and the name on whose the 

vehicle is registered will be highlighted. This database will also be available to traffic police 

to run a vehicle number and get details from anywhere. The communication to this database 

will be made available via API calls developed using PHP scripting language.  

 

[3] HARDWARE 

[3.1] MICROCONTROLLER 

 (Arduino Uno R3 ATMEG128) 

Arduino/Genuino Uno is a microcontroller board based on the ATmega328P 

(datasheet). It has 14 digital input/output pins (of which 6 can be used as PWM outputs), 6 

analog inputs, a 16 MHz quartz crystal, a USB connection, a power jack, an ICSP header and 

a reset button. It contains everything needed to support the microcontroller. The 

Arduino/Genuino Uno can be programmed with the Arduino Software (IDE). The 

ATmega328 on the Arduino/Genuino Uno comes preprogrammed with a bootloader that 

allows you to upload new code to it without the use of an external hardware programmer. It 

communicates using the original STK500 protocol. The Arduino/Genuino Uno board can be 

powered via the USB connection or with an external power supply. The power source is 

selected automatically. The ATmega328 has 32 KB (with 0.5 KB occupied by the 

bootloader). It also has 2 KB of SRAM and 1 KB of EEPROM.   

http://www.atmel.com/Images/doc8161.pdf
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Fig3.1 Pinout of Atmega 168 Microcontroller 

 

 

[3.2] TRANSRECEIVER 

(NRF24L01 transreceiver) 

The nRF24L01 is a highly integrated, ultra low power (ULP) 2Mbps RF transceiver IC 

for the 2.4GHz ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) band. With peak RX/TX currents 

lower than 14mA, a sub μA power down mode, advanced power management, and a 1.9 to 

3.6V supply range, the nRF24L01 provides a true ULP solution enabling months to years of 

battery lifetime when running on coin cells or AA/AAA batteries. The nRF24L01 integrates a 

complete 2.4GHz RF transceiver, RF synthesizer, and baseband logic including the Enhanced 

ShockBurst™ hardware protocol accelerator supporting a high-speed SPI interface for the 

application controller. No external loop filter, resonators, or VCO varactor diodes are 

required, only a low cost ±60ppm crystal, matching circuitry, and antenna. 

 

 

 

 

Fig3.2 Pinout for NRF24L01 Transreceiver 

 

[3.3] WiFI MODULE 

(ESP8266) 

The ESP8266 is a low-cost Wi-Fi chip with full TCP/IP stack and MCU (Micro 

Controller Unit) capability produced by Shanghai-based Chinese manufacturer, Espressif 

Systems. The ESP8266 WiFi Module is a self contained SOC with integrated TCP/IP 

protocol stack that can give any microcontroller access to your WiFi network. The ESP8266 

is capable of either hosting an application or offloading all Wi-Fi networking functions from 

another application processor. Each ESP8266 module comes pre-programmed with an AT 

command set firmware. This module has a powerful enough on-board processing and storage 

capability that allows it to be integrated with the sensors and other application specific 

devices through its GPIOs. 
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Fig3.3 Pinout of ESP8266 Wifi Module 

 

  [3.4] ACCELEROMETER 

(ADXL335 3-axis accelerometer) 

The ADXL335 is a triple axis MEMS accelerometer with extremely low noise and  

power consumption - only 320uA. The sensor has a full sensing range of +/-3g. There is no 

on-board regulation, provided power should be between 1.8 and 3.6VDC. It can measure the 

static acceleration of gravity in tiltsensing applications, as well as dynamic acceleration 

resulting from motion, shock, or vibration. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig3.4 Pinout for ADXL335 Accelerometer 

 

[3.5] GPS 

(NE06MV2 GPD Module) 

The NEO6 Module is a standalone GPS receiver in high performance UBOX 6 positioning 

engine. The NEO6MV2 GPS module comes with 4 connections: RX, TX, VCC and GND, which is 

quite easy to incorporate with using SoftwareSerial library on an Arduino Uno or a serial interface on 

an Arduino Mega. The module uses 3v3 logic, which is not compatible with the 5v supplied by 

Arduino. However, a simple voltage divider can solve this issue. 

 

[4] SOFTWARE DESIGN 

[4.1] DEVELOPMENT ENVIORMENT FOR MICROCONTROLLER 

(Arduino IDE) 

The Arduino Integrated Development Environment - or Arduino Software (IDE) - contains a 

text editor for writing code, a message area, a text console, a toolbar with buttons for common 

functions and a series of menus. It connects to the Arduino and Genuino hardware to upload programs 

and communicate with them. Programs written using Arduino Software (IDE) are called sketches. 

These sketches are written in the text editor and are saved with the file extension .ino. It allows you to 

manage sketches with more than one file (each of which appears in its own tab). These can be normal 

Arduino code files (no visible extension), C files (.c extension), C++ files (.cpp), or header files (.h). 
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[4.2] APIs 

Rest APIs are developed using PHP scripting language to allow communication from receiver(s) 

to databases. The API can also be used with other service too, such as by traffic police to get details of 

any violator to see if there are any more violation reports registered against him/her. 

 

[4.3]API CALLS: 

Complaint Registration: 

URI:  register/<speed/accident> 

Request Type: POST 

Request Body: {“vehicle_no”: “MH 31 S 1862”, 

      “lon”:”104.23”, 

      ”lat”:”89.32”, 

      ”timestamp”:”789123131”, 

      <”speed”:”65.20”>} 

Response Body: {“upload”: “1”} 

 

To Check Number Plate 

URI:  check/ 

Request Type: POST 

Request Body: {“vehicle_no”: “MH 31 S 1862”} 

Response Body: { 

 "record":"1", 

 "violation":{ 

 "1":{ 

   "type":"speed", 

   "lon":"104.59", 

   "lat":"89.78", 

   "timestamp":"148974150”, 

   "speed":"60.5" 

  } 

 }, 

 "registered_name":"Abcd Xyz" 

} 

 

[5] IMPLEMENTATION 

Fig 5.1 shows the monitoring module that comprises of Arduino UNO R3, NRF24L01 

Transreceiver, ADXL335 Accelerometer and GY- NEO6MV2. The Arduino UNO R3 consist 

of microcontroller to control and run program that will monitor vehicle and detect any 

violation. The accelerometer will gather changes in x, y and z direction and send it to 

Microcontroller. The GPS module will track the vehicle for its speed and location. If any 

violation or accident is detected by the micro-controller, the data will be saved in EEPROM 

in following order, longitutde, latitude, timestamp, violation_type and speed (if violation is 

speed). When the vehicle comes in range of receiver, the nrf24l01 will transmit the data. 
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Fig 5.1  Vehicle Monitoring Module 

 

Fig 5.2 show the receiver module that consist of Arduino Uno R3, Wifi Module 

(ESP8266) and Transreceiver (NRF24L01). These receivers will be attached to each signal on 

each square and whenever any vehicle comes in range of anyone of these, the data, if any will 

transmitted to this module. The NRF24L01 transreceiver on receiver and monitoring module 

communicate to pass data from monitoring module to receiver. The received data is then 

uploaded to database by calling RestAPI. The Wifi Module (ESP8266) is used to get the 

internet connectivity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 5.2 Receiver/Transmitter module 

 

DETECTION OF TRAFFIC VIOLATION 

To detect speed we are using 3-axis Accelerometer (ADXL335) and GPS module 

(GY-NEO6MV2). The accelerometer gives reading in the form of x, y and z axis. To convert 

the reading equivalent to speed, the readings from sensor are passed to the following formula, 

 Speed = √𝑥2 + 𝑦2 + 𝑧2 

 Acceleration = speed * 3.6  

 Note: The above equation will convert reading from m/s(meter/sec) to 

kmph(kilometer/hour)  

if Acceleration >= 60 then 
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 Start counting time in seconds 

 if Time T > 6 sec 

  Register a complaint 

To detect a collision, sudden changes in accelerometer is monitored. If there is any 

such change, the vehicles’ position, timestamp is recorded. 

 

STORING OF DATA IN EEPROM 

Arduino Uno R3 provides 1KB of EEPROM for storage. We use EEPROM library to 

store and retrieve data from ROM.  

Structure of data to be stroed, 

struct violation{ 

  float lat; 

  float lng; 

  long int datetime; 

  String violation_type; 

  float speed; 

}; 

If  the violation type is “over speeding” the speed field is populated with the speed of 

the vehicle.  

 

MAKING API  CALL TO REGISTER COMPLAINT 

ESP8266 WiFi module is used on receiver module to connect it to internet. Data to be 

sent is in JSON format and passed to the HTTP header. 

HTTP Header 

String postRequest =  

  "POST " + uri + " HTTP/1.1\r\n" + 

  "HOST: "+ server + "\r\n" + 

  "Accept: *" + "/" + "*\r\n" + 

  "Content-Length: " + data.length() + "\r\n" +  

 "Content-Type: application/json\r\n" +  

  "\r\n" + data; 

 

[6] CONCLUSION 

In this work, Traffic Monitoring and  Reporting System using IOT, each vehicle is 

monitored for any speed violation or accident cases. These cases are stored offline since no 

one will voluntarily report his/her complaint nor they will make any effort to change thier day 

– to – day habits of speed violation. Once the vehicles come within the range of any receivers 

attached to signals the data will be automatically transmitted to the receivers from where the 

data will be uploaded to the database.  

This system aims to decrease the speed violation and cases of hit and run, if 

implemented. 
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